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Workers’ Compensation. It’s what we do. It’s who we are. 

WITH LOSS CONTROL AND CLAIMS EXPERTISE IN TRANSPORTATION, 
WE CAN HELP TO PREVENT MORE INJURIES, KEEP CLAIM COSTS 
LOWER, AND RESOLVE CLAIMS FASTER.

Capitalize on the knowledge of our people and our partners.

As a monoline workers’ compensation insurance company, RAS is uniquely qualified to handle all aspects of work comp. 
We have experience where it matters.  

RAS has gained the trust of over 157 transportation accounts in the Midwest building a reputation as a thought leader in 
the industry. Transportation is our fourth largest industry and accounts for 11% of our total issued in force premium.

We offer smart tactics in cost containment and risk management. We use scientific methodologies in assessing risks and 
implementing solutions which allows us to identify the services that will bring the claim to a successful resolution. 

Transportation is Part of Our History

Risk Administration Services, Inc. (RAS) began as a working unit in 1977 as the insurance department of All-American, Inc. 
The people of this department worked together through the acquisitions, mergers, divestitures, and bankruptcy of an 
organization that grew to be the fifth largest trucking company in the nation. At its peak, the risk administration 
department annually generated more than $10 million in insurance premiums and administered $20 million in claims.

The department was kept intact after the closing of the companies to handle the run-off claims. The employees seized the 
opportunity to form Risk Administration Services Inc. as a separate independent corporation in July of 1989. RAS was 
borne out of a difficult market to meet the needs of trucking companies in the upper Midwest who simply could not 
obtain affordable workers’ compensation insurance from larger carriers or involuntary markets.

Michelle Schipper

President

K & J Trucking, Inc.

“RAS handles our workers’ compensation claims in a quick, professional manner, 
involving us every step of the way. They are, without exception, the best insurance 
group we have ever encountered.” 

What Others Are Saying


